Course Description: Advanced Precision Rifle course held at ______________ Rifle
Range Dates 4-6 December 2018
Advanced Precision Rifle- This three-day (24 Hrs) course is designed to teach the sniper more
instinctive and precise engagement at intermediate ranges with more confidence. This course consists of
mid-range precision shooting from distances of 50 to 300 yds.
We will review the following subjects: Safety, Rigging of the sniper rifle, fundamentals of marksmanship,
ballistics, correcting for environmental factors, firing positions, angle shooting, camouflage &
concealment.
We will also thoroughly cover alternate positions, urban positions and use of cover, observation and
reporting for the sniper team, low light firing techniques with and with night vision devices, range
estimation, correcting for wind drift, shooting moving targets and many other advanced techniques.
An emphasis will be placed on closer range urban engagements, to include combating urban terrorism.
Also thoroughly covered will be urban movement and stalking skills, urban hide sites and many other
advanced techniques.
We will shoot several challenging courses of fire to include urban pairs engagement course, target
discrimination drills, coordinated command firing, shooting through glass, advanced stress courses &
competitions, team building climbing and advanced urban operations.
Basically two days will consist of range classes and range shooting skill sets and one day on more
advanced scenario based training to test the LE sniper and further their skills.

Cost: $700, minimum of 12 students
Equipment List:
Issued sniper rifle with BDC riflescope normally 308 or 223 cal
600 rds ammo
Round count/ Data book
Spotting scope w/ tripod and or binoculars
Rifle Sling (Preferably 2 point sling)
Rifle bipod
Shooting mat if wanted
Hearing protection

Please contact me for questions and registration.

Clear eye protection
Notebook and pen
Rangefinder
Wind meter if desired
Pistol and issued gun belt
Cleaning kit
Calculator or PDA if desired
Issued handheld radio

Prepardness and the 21st Century Fight by Jim Smith
Leadership

A Blackhawk is shot down over Somalia
triggering a fierce battle that will be
remembered for generations to come…..

In the uncertain days following 9/11 a
group of highly trained shooters are
assembled and deployed on civilian
airline flights….

Both seminal events in our Nation's modern history and Jim Smith,
President of Spartan Tactical, was a central figure in both.

Experience
Jim's background as a tactical firearms instructor spans more than two decades. As a well-respected
member of the Special Operations Community, Jim has trained and served with the most elite units in
the U.S. Miltary in various theaters around the world. As part of his lengthy operational background he
has served as a Delta Force Operator, Special Forces Engineer, Special Forces Operator, Army Ranger
and Sniper as well as being an accomplished breacher with years of explosives experience.
A decorated combat veteran, Jim has been awarded the Silver Star, Legion of Merit, Purple Heart and
numerous other military awards.
While rescuing crewmembers from his downed Blackhawk in Somalia Jim was wounded by enemy fire
and subsequently granted disabled veteran status.
Note: Spartan Tactical qualifies as a Disabled Veteran Owned business for contracting purposes.
Accomplishments and Certifications
SOTIC - Special Operations Target Interdiction Course (SOTIC) - certified instructor
ASWG - Spartan Tactical was instrumental in developing a new comprehensive training program (from
basic marksmanship to advanced combat skills and tactics) for the U.S. Military's Asymmetric Warfare
Group (ASWG) .
Federal Air Marshall Training Program - One of the initial instructors called upon to create the Federal
Air Marshall program post 9/11. Responsible for the hands on training of the Federal Air Marshalls for
over three years.
SURGE - A national firearms training program for U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE).
Spartan authored and later conducted the training program.
AWG- One of three instructors that wrote and taught an Army wide training course titled CATC for the
Army’s Asymetric Warefare Group.
FBI Combatives - Certified instructor
FFDO - Wrote and previously conducted the Federal Flight Deck Officer's (FFDO) trainng program
(armed pilots) post 9/11
TTPOA - An endorsed instructor with the Texas Tactical Police Officers Association (TTPOA). Spartan
Tactical has also trained numerous SWAT teams around the Nation.

